Rotating
Filing
System
made in Germany

The Filing Revolution
Space Saving

The Rotafile filing system enables more efficient storage by making it
possible to gain up to 70% more space.

Design

They have a faultless, professional look and are the practical and versatile
option for any environment.

Green Office

Rotafiles have very low emissions, which makes them an environmentally
friendly choice.

www.rotafile.com.au

03 9888 6677

spacesaving
Wall space is the resource in shor test supply in offices. moll rotar y files require less floor
space and wall space than standard shelving with the same storage capacity. Thanks to
the fact that less distance needs to be covered to access the files, and that the files themshelves take up less space, this compact round storage system for files makes it possible
to more effectively utilise office and filing space.

standardshelving
Shelf Capacity
Wall space required
Amount of space required

192 binders
264cm wide
2.64 x 1.15 = 3.0sqm

rotafile
Shelf Capacity
Wall space required
Amount of space required
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192 binders
93cm wide
0.93 x 1.73 = 1.6sqm
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variousdiameters

The 80 cm rotar y files can hold
a maximum 24 wedge -shaped
binders per level.
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The 93 cm rotar y files can hold
a maximum 32 wedge -shaped
binders per level
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variousheights

compactifile

column fully rotating
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multifile

individually rotatable levels
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variousmedia

In moll rotar y files there is not just room for classical binders: practically all standard media, such
as ver tical files, endulum files, magazines, CDs etc. can be stored in these columns. Thanks to the
fact that the height of the individual levels is variable, it is also possible to store a wide variety of
formats within the same column: A5, A4, Folios as large as A3
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